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Understanding and 
Supporting Your Primary 
Readers and Writers

How Readers and Writers 
Develop in 
Kindergarten, First and 
Second Grade



Today’s Agenda

● Our own reading lives

● Reading Volume 

● Kindergarten Readers

● First Grade Readers

● Second Grade Readers

● Writing at Peck Slip 

● How you can help at home



What do you remember 
about learning to read and 
write?  





 Reading Volume and 

Achievement

“Stephen Krashen found that the single 
greatest factor in reading achievement 
(even above socio-economics) was 
reading volume - how much reading 
people do.”
- Donalyn Miller 
“I’ve Got Research, Yes, I Do. I’ve Got Research. 
How About You?” (February 8, 2015)





Choice





Access + Choice +Time 
+Teaching = Reading 

Volume



Reading is a developmental process.



Our Role



What makes reading challenging? 



Readers learn step by step.  



Learning to Read

Reading to Learn



In K
indergarten

● how books work

● left to right

● one to one

● pictures support 
words



A
s K

indergarten Ends
● Letters make 

sounds 

● When we put 
letter sounds 
together they 
make words

● High frequency 
words

● Monitor for 
meaning



In  Early First G
rade

● Predictable 
sentence 
structure

● Familiar 
themes and 
idea

● Pictures 
support the 
words

● Simple 
dialogue



In  M
id- First G

rade

● Longer and varied sentences

● Inflectional endings -ed

● More complex story lines



End of First G
rade

B
eginning of Second G

rade

● Longer books, chapters 40-75 pages

● Sentences that travel across multiple lines

● Sophisticated syllable patterns

● Dialogue includes new words to assign the speaker (asked, 
cried, yelled)



M
iddle of Second G

rade

● Longer books, chapters 60-100 pages

● Multiple characters

● More sophisticated themes

● Complex plot with numerous episodes



End of Second G
rade

B
eginning of T

hird G
rade

● Longer books, chapters 60-100 pages

● Characters are revealed by what they say, think and do and 
by what others think and say about them

● Characters change in response to the plot challenges

● The setting becomes an important part of the story, 
influencing characters and plot









Reading is a process of making meaning.

Does it look right? 
Does it sound right?
Does it make sense? 



Reading is a process of making meaning.

Book

Chapter

Page

Sentence

Word



Children want to write before they want to 
read. They are more fascinated by their own 
marks than by the marks of others. Young 

children leave their messages on refrigerators, 
wallpaper, moist window panes, sidewalks 

and even on paper. 

    -From Children Want to Write - Donald Graves, Thomas Newkirk and Penny Kittle



Stages of Writing Development



Writing at Peck Slip School  

Narrative

Informative

Persuasive 



Narrative



Informative



Persuasive



Supporting Student Independence







● Read aloud to you child, no matter how old they are. Think and talk about the book 
together. 

Read TO, WITH and BY
TO

WITH

BY

● Read with you child, taking turns reading aloud and modeling what good reading 
sounds like. 

● Explore interests and go together to find books on these topics.

● Look in books together to find answers to questions.

● Reread an old favorite talking about what you learned or noticed this time around. 

● Read with your child side by side, let them see you as a reader.

● Encourage your child to read independently every day. 

● Ask open ended questions about what they have read to spark thoughtful 
conversations.



What are we teaching your reader?

● To LOVE books

● To choose books that are 
interesting

● To read independently

● To think while reading



What are we teaching your writer?

● To LOVE to write

● To write purposefully

● To write  independently
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